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# Events

Fostering a Healthy Art World Ecosystem: Panel with Shawn 
Escarciga, Alicia Grullón, and Antonio Serna, moderated by 
Christina Freeman
Art

# December 3, 2020, 7 pm – 8:30 pm. $ Free

Description:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/fostering-a-healthy-art-world-ecosystem-tickets-130491017145

ABC No Rio in Exile hosts a virtual panel discussion with artists whose work as activists and organizers shifts the culture of 
our larger arts community – towards one that is more inclusive, supportive, and sustainable. The program will include short 
presentations by Shawn Escarciga who recently organized the NYC Low Income Artist and Freelancer Relief Fund; Antonio 
Serna, co-organizer of Museum Workers’ Happy Hour; and Alicia Grullón one of the initial and current organizers of The 
People’s Cultural Plan (The PCP). Q+A with open discussion will follow.

This event is a free public program, part of ABC No Rio’s exhibition  Take What You Can’t Get.

December 3 at 7:00pm EST via Zoom (Register to receive Zoom link)

% eventbrite.com/e/fosteri…

© Brooklyn Paper 2022. Schneps Media.
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Expressing our inner childlike nature…again

Adam Zucker / February 16, 2020 /

“Do we possess an “inner child,” our supposed original or true self? Are we the same person we were as a
child? Do we carry our child selves around with us, or is childhood left at the door upon entering the adult
world? The work in this show contemplates aspects of youth, transformation and regression, exploring themes
of the childish and childlike.”

Those are the essential questions that artist/curators Jenn Dierdorf (https://jenndierdorf.com/) and
Robert Goldkind and a group of 11 additional artists would like us to consider as we experience the
multidisciplinary works of art in the exhibition Regress at ABC No Rio’s Bullet Space/292 Gallery.

Growing up is a desirable trait, because it grants us a particular sense of autonomy, which we didn’t
have while we were young children and adolescents. Being independent and developing self-confidence
and awareness, is paramount to developing as a whole person. We learn a great deal via experience, so
the more of it we have, the more knowledge we are likely gaining. We apply this knowledge to our

Christina Freeman, digital film still from this is not a home movie, 2009-2020, film stills and
audio. Courtesy of the artist (https://christinafreeman.net/).
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multifaceted backgrounds/identities and other social, emotional and cognitive qualities, in order to
build cultural understandings and exhibit expressive responses to the world around us. Experiential
learning is a lifetime-based process that begins during our earliest stages of development. Unfortunately,
one of the notable changes in our journey from youth to adulthood is the decline of playful learning and
untutored creativity…and sometimes memory too.

I have written several prior posts (see: No Room to Play (https://theartsandeducation.wordpress.com
/2019/10/21/no-room-to-play/), If you’re bored, try living artfully
(https://theartsandeducation.wordpress.com/2019/02/27/if-youre-bored-try-living-artfully/) and
Learning Through Play, Playing Through Art (https://theartsandeducation.wordpress.com/2018/08
/10/learning-through-play-playing-through-art/)) concerning the necessity of maintaining a playful
attitude and approach to living and learning. I hope that through these posts, it has been made apparent
that the arts are beneficial to our minds, bodies and spirits, as a result of unfettered exploration,
discovery and play. In addition to play, memory is another important process that can be harnessed for
artful production. Making art is a great way to recall our memories and express them to others. Good
motivating questions to inspire the creative process include: “when was a time when you felt proud?”
“when was there a moment that you felt strong?” “who would like to tell us about a time you helped
someone in need,” and “what is one thing that you can’t live without?” These questions open the door
for personalized reflections that are rooted in each student’s memory. The results will be empowering
because recalling specific memories enables deep connections to be made in relation to the students lives
(see more in an earlier Artfully Learning post: Expressing Memory Through Art – Experiential
Living/Learning (https://theartsandeducation.wordpress.com/2018/05/28/memory-experiential-
living-learning/)). This art pedagogical methodology is highly beneficial for people of all ages. For
individuals with Alzheimer’s, artistic immersion (both viewing and creating art) has noted success in
increasing mood and (in some cases) stimulating memory (see: Chancellor, Duncan and Chatterjee, 2014;
and Neighmond, 2019 (https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2019/12/24/790806366/her-mom-
was-lost-in-dementias-fog-singing-christmas-carols-brought-her-back)).

Memory is a hot topic among artists in general. We often re-create and re-present imagery that has
familiarity to us. Our understanding of pictorial and symbolic issues transform through time and
personal artistic development, as we seek ways to present our experiences and background insights to
others. As we get older, our recollection of the past, especially childhood/adolescence, becomes a
reflective process that helps us understand our complex (and transformative) personalities.

One of the artists in Regress is Christina Freeman (previously featured on Artfully Learning in the post
#$^& Censorship (https://theartsandeducation.wordpress.com/2019/01/15/censorship/)), whose
project this is not a home movie (https://christinafreeman.net/this-is-not-a-home-movie/) addresses
themes of childhood memories, and how certain events in our timeline are carefully curated through the
lens of the camera (ex. home movies and snapshots in photo albums). Freeman, who often utilizes
archives and repositories in her work, synthesized footage from her family’s home videos as a source to
access and assess information about her childhood. this is not a home movie is concerned with
documenting a familial experience via both a lineal and abstract relationship to memory. While the
footage that is edited together is representative of Freeman between ages 2 and 7, she has conflated the
original audio and video with contemporary audio, consisting of interviews of her parents who reflect
upon their memories of her childhood, as well as their impressions of documenting that time period.
The expressive way that Freeman splices and re-presents past documentary footage with current
recollections from the documentarians, is indicative of the variability of our memory. Freeman shows us
how the experience of an original event is transformed when re-examined years later. This is because we
add layers and layers of new experiences and assign additional values and meaning to past events in
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order to continue relating them to our lives. A voice in one of the clips exclaims “you’re going to see this
forever and ever,” but the real intriguing notion is how will our associations of this event (its imagery,
meaning, social or emotional context) change over time?

Ianthe Jackson’s art also investigates childhood memory and her work in the exhibition, titled Wood Pile
(2019), signifies her upbringing in Buffalo, New York. A pile of cut wood logs is a common thing to see
outside and inside of houses up north, where the winters can be snow-filled, long and harsh. Many of
the city’s historic houses are drafty, which means that heating them takes a lot of money and energy.
Jackson recalls, “my family decided to heat our house with a wood stove to save money, and every year
we would have these humongous wood deliveries on our lawn right in the city! We would invite friends
over to haul and stack wood in trade for hot chocolate and it would often take 2 to 3 days to finish. It
was such a strong memory and an experience that really shaped me.”

I asked Ianthe how her thoughts on childhood have shifted as an adult, and how she personally
connects ideas about childhood in her artwork. She replied:  “I think a lot of my work relates to my
childhood in various ways. There are so many ways we are conditioned as children and those aspects of
who we are live on in our work and adult life and perspective. For me the shift of play and memory
changes as we age. I think play for me is creating art and pursuing ideas. As children play they are
creating an understanding of the world, synthesizing the senses of their body in the world and
imagining things that could be. For many people this is seen as a period of childhood. I think artists and
many other people hold on to these aspects and keep the creative mind moving. Some people however,

Ianthe Jackson, Wood Pile, 2019, sculpture. Courtesy of the artist (https://www.ianthe-
jackson.com/).
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not so much. School and expectations can really squash a person’s wonder.”

Jackson’s statement resonated with me, because a large portion of my childhood involved performing
imaginary games with friends. These memories still influence my creative practice and my educator’s
philosophy that play is essential for self discovery, socialization and building empathy. However,
childhood isn’t all fun and games. There are many rules and structures that we are expected to learn as
children, which are traditionally seen as being necessary in preparation for adulthood. Of course, some
are and some aren’t. Traditions that are shattering include employing boy-girl formations (sitting or
standing in boy-girl-boy-girl order), and reinforcing gender binarisms through ‘teaching’ gender roles.
While schools are making an effort to embrace gender fluidity, this is sadly not a universal practice in the
educational system.

The latter part of Jackson’s quote regarding societal expectations quashing a person’s sense of wonder, is
confronted in Regress through two paintings by Rebecca Bird, titled Cohort 1 and Cohort 2. The paintings
are from Bird’s Women (http://www.rebeccabird.info/#4) series, featuring sociocultural scenes of groups of
women and girls. In Cohort 1 and Cohort 2, the subjects are kindergarten aged girls in matching uniforms
learning to stand in line. According to Bird, she has been contemplating “how we become what we are
defined as in society and how such a broad category as ‘female’ describes or assigns a role to me.” An
essential part of educating children, is building platforms where they are empowered to express their
unique identities, and exhibit empathy for others.

Returning to the theme of play, artist Courtney Childress explores childlike activity as a participatory

Rebecca Bird, Cohort 1 and Cohort 2. Photograph by Adam Zucker
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artwork. Her work in the exhibition, is an interactive combine (painting and sculpture hybrid) that gives
viewers permission to add their own mark to the piece. The result is very similar to the scribbles and
automatic mark-making of children’s art. How many of us felt the impulse as children to extend our
scribbles off the page and onto the wall? Childress’ work invites this seemingly natural and universal
behavior, which is refreshing in both an art environment and as a commentary on social, emotional and
cognitive development.

Childress’ main medium of crayons is also very down-to-earth and reminiscent of youthful creative
endeavors. I asked Courtney to recall some memories or moments from her childhood that influenced
her current profession in the arts, and she replied: “One I’ve been told about my mom and aunt on a
road trip with my grandmother from TX to CO in the summer of 1960. They left crayons in the backseat
when they stopped for lunch. These melted into puddles in the back of the rental convertible. My mom
laughs when she tells the part about throwing fistfuls of crayon out the window as they drove down the
highway.”

About the influence of play in her current art practice, she stated:

“Play and playfulness have always been a part of what I make and the work I am drawn to from other artists.
In my work, I amassed a great collection of crayons, that I peeled and melted down, layering colors into
painted-desert inspired rock crayons. For this show I have given the audience space to draw and make marks
with a hand-sized rock crayons and a large swath of canvas. Giving the viewer permission to do something
‘bad.’”

Through art, we all have the ability to address our uninhibited selves and communicate in a playful, yet
poignant manner. The works in Regress suggest diverse viewpoints regarding our creative development,

Courtney Childress’ interactive artwork. Courtesy of the artist
(http://courtneychildress.com/).
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and make thought provoking statements about youth in general. They might even make you feel young 
again…

Regress  is on view through February 23, 2020 at Bullet Space/292 Gallery, 92 East 3rd Street, New York, 
NY. Exhibited artists: Yasmeen Abdallah, Rebecca Bird, KS Brewer, Courtney Childress, Jenn Dierdorf, 
Christina Freeman, Robert Goldkind, Kamryn Harmeling, Ianthe Jackson, Will Kaplan, Mark Power, 
Sarah Schruft and Ashley Yang-Thompson.

References, Notes, Suggested Reading: 

Chancellor, Bree, Duncan, Angel and Chatterjee, Anjan. “Art Therapy for Alzheimer’s Disease and 
Other Dementia.” Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease, Vol. 39, 2014.

Gray, Peter. “The Decline of Play and Rise in Children’s Mental Disorders.” Psychology Today, 26 Jan 
2010. https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/freedom-learn/201001/the-decline-play-and-rise-
in-childrens-mental-disorders (https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/freedom-learn/201001
/the-decline-play-and-rise-in-childrens-mental-disorders)

Neighmond, Patti. “Her Mom Was Lost In Dementia’s Fog. Singing Christmas Carols Brought Her 
Back.” NPR, 24 Dec. 2019. https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2019/12/24/790806366/her-
mom-was-lost-in-dementias-fog-singing-christmas-carols-brought-her-back (https://www.npr.org
/sections/health-shots/2019/12/24/790806366/her-mom-was-lost-in-dementias-fog-singing-christmas-
carols-brought-her-back)
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Julia Oldham, “Beaver Village” (2019) (courtesy of the Queens Museum)

Starting this Friday, September 20, New York City will be abuzz with
hundreds of events and activities that focus on the climate crises.
Activities will commence on the Global Climate Strike on Friday and
continue through the week of the United Nations  2019 Climate
Action Summit on September 23.

Climate Week NYC, a city-wide project featuring more than 150
events across the city, will launch on the day of the UN Climate
Summit and run through September 29. Here are some of the art-
related events happening in New York City now and in the week to
come.

Who Takes Care of New York? A community
partnership exhibition at the Queens Museum

Through maps, art, and storytelling, the exhibition Who Takes Care
of New York? explores the variety of civic groups that exist in New
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York City and the ways in which they support their local
environments. The exhibition is organized by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA), Forest Service’s New York City
Urban Field Station, and Pratt Institute’s Spatial Analysis and
Visualization Initiative, and curated by Christina Freeman. Featured
artists include Magali Duzant, Jodie Lyn-Kee-Chow, and two NYC
Urban Field Station Artists-in-Residence, Matthew Jensen and Julia
Oldham.

When: September 12-29, 2019. 11am-5pm

Where: Queens Museum, New York City Building, Flushing
Meadows Corona Park, Queens, New York, 11368

Pollution Pods at the UN Headquarters

Starting Saturday, guests and sightseers at the UN headquarters in
New York will be invited into five large interconnected geodesic
domes created by artist Michael Pinsky. The installation, titled
Polluted Pots, uses artificial atmospheres to simulate dangerously
polluted air quality in cities around the world. Visitors will not be
exposed to any harm. The work is brought by the British nonprofit
group Cape Farewell in collaboration with the World Health
Organization (WHO). It was organized as part of the UN’s Clean Air
Initiative, which calls on governments to commit to safe air quality
and abide to air pollution policies by 2030.

When: September 21–24, 2019

Where: United Nations Headquarters, 405 East 42nd Street, New
York

New York Botanical Garden’s Edible Academy (photo by Robert
Benson Photography, courtesy of New York Botanical Garden)

Climate Week at the New York Botanical Garden

The New York Botanical Garden (NYBG) will offer free admission to
all its visitors today, September 20, the day of the Global Climate
Strike. Visitors can use this opportunity to catch the final week of
NYBG’s largest-ever exhibition, Brazilian Modern: The Living Art of
Roberto Burle Marx. The exhibition celebrates the influential
Brazilian modernist artist, landscape architect, plant explorer, and
conservationist Roberto Burle Marx (1909–94). In the week to
follow, the garden will host a number of events, including
performances by artists, dancers, and musicians. Visitors can also
join a tour at NYBG’s three-acre Edible Academy to learn how to
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grow and prepare vegetables, fruit, and herbs.

When: September 20-29, 2019

Where: 2900 Southern Boulevard, Bronx, New York

Engineers & Artists: Digital Inclusion & Climate
Protection

A one-night-only exhibition will project three digital artworks by New
York-based artists Hadi Fallahpisheh, Devin N. Morris, and Summer
Wheat onto Verizon’s skyscraper in lower Manhattan. The artists
created their works in collaboration with three climate-forward
engineers: Adam Atia (Columbia University); Ben Matusow (Insight
Civil Engineering); Anne Shellum (BuroHappold Engineering).

The best viewing locations will be the Brooklyn Bridge Pedestrian
Walkway;  Jane’s Carousel at Brooklyn Bridge Park; Pebble Beach
at Brooklyn Bridge Park; and the Alfred E. Smith Houses (at the
corner of Pearl & Robert Wagner Place).

When: September 26, 2019 at 7pm-11:59pm

Where: 375 Pearl Street, New York

Artist Joseph Michael illuminates the UN General Assembly (photo
courtesy of Project Pressure)

Voices for the Future

On Friday, New Zealand-based artist Joseph Michael will illuminate
the UN General Assembly and Secretariat buildings in New York
with a large scale video installation titled Voices for the Future.

This installation will cover the facade of the UN building with
images of a massive iceberg accompanied by the voices of six
young climate advocates who will comment on the climate crisis
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in Russian, Arabic, French, Spanish, English, and Mandarin (the
UN’s official languages). The words of the young activists will scroll
the length of the building along with music by Brian Eno.

When: September 20, 2019

Where: United Nations Headquarters, 405 East 42nd Street, New
York

Hakim Bishara is Co-Editor of News at Hyperallergic. He is also a
co-director at Soloway Gallery, an artist-run space in Brooklyn.
Bishara is a recipient of the 2019 Andy Warhol Foundation and
Creative... More by Hakim Bishara
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A new exhibition highlights environmental stewardship in NYC
By Valeria Ricciulli   Sep 16, 2019, 8:55am EDT

QUEENS NEWS

Who takes care of New York?

Courtesy of artist Julia Oldham

Just in time for Climate Week, the Queens Museum has unveiled a new exhibition that
highlights environment stewardship efforts in NYC.

Through photography, maps, and art, “Who Takes Care of New York” tells the stories of
New York City communities and their efforts to take care of their environments. Four
artists featured in the exhibit, which is on view until September 29, drew inspiration
from the Stewardship Mapping and Assessment Project (STEW-MAP), a project by the
USDA Forest Service that visualizes environmental conservation efforts in different
cities.

One of them, “Undiscovered City” by artist Julia Oldham, features digital images that
illustrate the artist’s conversations with over 40 city stewards on their visions of NYC’s
future, of which climate change is an unavoidably huge part. Another one, “The Forest

NEW YORK
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Between: Street Trees and Stewardship in New York City” by Matthew Jensen, celebrates
the ways in which residents care for street trees and their surrounding spaces.

Whole Queens Catalog by artist Magali Duzant. | Courtesy of Magali Duzant
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A stump used as a planter in Queens, part of The Forest Between: Street Trees and Stewardship in New York City. 

Another piece, by Magali Duzant, titled “Whole Queens Catalog,” was inspired by Stewart
Brand’s 1960s Whole Earth Catalog, and gathers anecdotes, wisdom, and recipes from
Queens stewardship groups.

“The show is about bringing together different perspectives to understand how specific
groups take care of New York City,” Lindsay Campbell, research social scientist at the
Forest Service, told Curbed. “It’s meant to be this sort of transdisciplinary, multiple
perspective on how we can best see and understand work that goes on every day but it’s
sometimes not so visible.”

The exhibit—organized by the USDA Forest Service’s NYC Urban Field Station, Pratt
Institute’s Spatial Analysis and Visualization Initiative (SAVI), and curator Christina
Freeman—will run along several events throughout the week, starting on Saturday,
September 15, with The Picnic: Harvest of the STEW, a performance by artist Jodie Lyn-
Kee-Chow in Flushing Meadows-Corona Park. The last event, happening on Saturday,
September 28, will be a hands-on activity where New Yorkers can join the Parks
Department stewardship team in caring for street trees in the Bronx, restoring wetlands
in Flushing Meadows-Corona Park, and beautifying Fort Tryon Park.

“Hopefully people will come away from the show with a better understanding of the work
that’s already happening all around us—in which they can take action as well,” Campbell
said.

“Who Takes Care of New York” will be on view at the Queens Museum until September
29, 2019.

| Matthew Jensen

Curbed NY Newsletter
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https://www.qchron.com/qboro/stories/museum-show-celebrates-civic-
stewardship/article_77d185c3-4430-538a-a44b-39a5d9320066.html

Museum show celebrates civic stewardship
by Ryan Brady, editor
Sep 12, 2019

To make “Whole Queens Catalog,” her commission for a new Queens Museum exhibition, Forest Hills-based artist
Magali Duzant collected bits of wisdom like advice, recipes and anecdotes from civic groups in the borough.

PHOTO COURTESY MAGALI DUZANT

What does community stewardship look like throughout the five boroughs?

That question is the focus of a new Queens Museum exhibit, “Who Takes Care of New York?,”
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that uses performance art, static art and maps to look at the role civic groups play. It was set up
by the Pratt Institute’s Spatial Analysis and Visualization Initiative, independent curator Christina
Freeman and the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service’s New York City Urban Field
Station.

The project uses data collected for stewardship maps — digital ones showing different groups
serving as stewards of the city that lets users learn about their relationships with other
organizations — in 2007 and 2017.

Research social scientist Erika Svendsen of the U.S. Forest Service helped visualize the data,
which will appear on a series of maps. The SAVI Initiative at Pratt also worked on their design.

Those who check out the exhibition can learn about myriad groups active across Queens, from
the Long Island City Partnership to the Addisleigh Park Civic Organization, that are stewards in
their communities, as well as others throughout the city.

“This exhibit is really a celebration of their work, seen through a lens of science and art and
mapping,” Svendsen said.

Forest Hills-based interdisciplinary artist Magali Duzant is among those featured in the
exhibition. She made a new commission for it, titled “Whole Queens Catalog.” The artist
collected bits of wisdom like advice, recipes and anecdotes from stewardship groups in different
parts of the borough, and she put it all in the free publication.

Two artists-in-residence at the Urban Field Station, Matthew Jensen and Julia Oldham, are
featured in the show.

Jensen has been mapping trees across the city, drawing them and using other media to
document them, according to the Queens Museum.

As a resident artist with the Urban Field Station, Oldham has worked on a project called
“Undiscovered City,” which features two-dimensional collages that highlight the tension
between natural spaces in the city and manmade structures.

A performance art piece by Jodie Lyn Kee Chow for “Who Takes Care of New York?” will be
staged in Flushing Meadows Corona Park, right outside the Queens Museum, on Sept. 15 from
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2 to 4 p.m. Called “The Picnic: Harvest of the STEW,” the show will honor stewardship groups
throughout the five boroughs. Representatives of some of them, including Sunnyside
Community Supported Agriculture and the Long Island City-based Smiling Hogshead Ranch
urban farm collective, will be in the performance.

From 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. on Sept. 21, a panel discussion called “How We See Stewardship”
will be held in the museum’s auditorium. Lindsay Campbell of the USDA Forest Service will
moderate the talk, whose panelists will be Duzant; Coney Island Beautification Project President
Pamela Pettyjohn; Svendsen, who helped create the show; and Can Sucuoglu, interim director
of Pratt’s Spatial Analysis and Visualization Initiative Center. RSVP at tinyurl.com/yy2rll3q.

The exhibition isn’t limited to the Queens Museum, though.

For an off-site part of the show, the Natural Areas Conservancy will host forest bathing — a type
of nature-based therapy invented in 1980s Japan — on Sunday, Sept. 22, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
in Forest Park at Myrtle Avenue and Park Lane South. It’s free. RSVP at tinyurl.com/yyf3q62g.

And on Sept. 28, guests are encouraged to celebrate Stewardship Saturdays with the Parks
Department as part of the exhibition at three different events across the city. For the one in
Queens, volunteers will do wetland restoration work at the southwest end of Meadow Lake in
Flushing Meadows Corona Park from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Register at tinyurl.com/y2fgzxc6. The
other events are in the Bronx and Manhattan.

‘Who Takes Care of New York?’
When: Through Sun., Sept. 29

Where: Queens Museum, Flushing Meadows Corona Park
Entry: $8; seniors $4; kids, students, NYC educators free.

(718) 592-9700,
queensmuseum.org

QueensChronicle.com
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#$^& Censorship

Adam Zucker / January 15, 2019October 6, 2020 /
Embed from Getty Images (http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/112294565)

Lets talk about censorship. Time and time again, censorship rears its ugly head within the the visual
arts, film, literature and education. Censorship is the cause and condition of passionate debates among a
diverse group of individuals that generally results in a work of art being removed from an exhibition, a
film and/or book being banned, or a topic/subject being taken out of the curriculum (these are just a
few examples within the cultural realm).

The previous post, Art and education as a spiritual awakening
(https://theartsandeducation.wordpress.com/2019/01/10/art-and-education-as-a-spiritual-
awakening/), mentioned an infamous example of the religious right trying to censor Andres Serrano’s
Piss Christ (1987) when it was exhibited in 1989 (see image above of an iconoclast’s reaction to Serrano’s
Piss Christ). Former Senator Jessie Helms (R, North Carolina), was outraged that the work of Serrano, as
well as works by another prominent photographer, Robert Mapplethorpe, received funding by the
National Endowment for the Arts. Helms and his cohorts led a furious public smear campaign to try
and dissociate government support for the arts. The religious right and conservative politicians felt that
formal elements such as nudity, graven images of Christ and homosexuality within art were taboo and
blasphemous. A nun and art historian by the name of Sister Wendy Mary Beckett (see previous post)
attempted to put the kibosh on the matter with her compelling defense of Serrano’s work, stating that
she understood Piss Christ to be representative of suffering in light of widespread spiritual degradation
within contemporary society. Serrano, a Catholic, intended for the work to be an homage to Jesus’
sacrifice is being taken for granted. As Beckett said: “this is what we are doing to Christ, we are not
treating him with reverence. His great sacrifice is not used. We live very vulgar lives. We put Christ in a
bottle of urine – in practice” (Moyers & Beckett, 2000).

Robert Mapplethorpe’s work, which prominently features themes and issues depicting LGBTQ identity,
made the prudish Helms and other puritanical individuals uncomfortable. They felt it was necessary to
demean both the Queer community and Mapplethorpe’s art. Their verbal attacks and threats on both
Serrano and Mapplethorpe was devastating to the psyche and structure of the artists’ and the art world.

Similar attempts to censor artistic expression were infamously revisited in 2010, this time with outrage
over 11 seconds (footage of ants crawling over a crucifix) from a film called A Fire in My Belly
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHRCwQeKCuo) (1986-87) by the artist and HIV/AIDS activist,
David Wojnarowicz. Threats from conservative politicians to de-fund the arts, intimidated The
Smithsonian Institution to remove an abridged version of A Fire in My Belly from the exhibit
“Hide/Seek: Difference and Desire in American Portraiture.” Jonathan Ned Katz, historian and co-
curator of the show in question, reflected on the controversy:

⟨ ⟩
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#$^& Censorship

Lets talk about censorship. Time and time again, censorship rears
its ugly head within the the visual arts, film, literature and education.
Censorship is the cause and condition of passionate debates
among a diverse group of individuals that generally results in a
work of art being removed from an exhibition, a film and/or book
being banned, or a topic/subject being taken out of the curriculum
(these are just a few examples within the cultural realm).

The previous post, Art and education as a spiritual awakening,
mentioned an infamous example of the religious right trying to
censor Andres Serrano’s Piss Christ (1987) when it was exhibited
in 1989 (see image above of an iconoclast’s reaction to Serrano’s
Piss Christ). Former Senator Jessie Helms (R, North Carolina), was
outraged that the work of Serrano, as well as works by another
prominent photographer, Robert Mapplethorpe, received funding by
the National Endowment for the Arts. Helms and his cohorts led a
furious public smear campaign to try and dissociate government
support for the arts. The religious right and conservative politicians
felt that formal elements such as nudity, graven images of Christ
and homosexuality within art were taboo and blasphemous. A nun
and art historian by the name of Sister Wendy Mary Beckett (see
previous post) attempted to put the kibosh on the matter with her
compelling defense of Serrano’s work, stating that she understood
Piss Christ to be representative of suffering in light of widespread
spiritual degradation within contemporary society. Serrano, a
Catholic, intended for the work to be an homage to Jesus’ sacrifice
is being taken for granted. As Beckett said: “this is what we are
doing to Christ, we are not treating him with reverence. His great
sacrifice is not used. We live very vulgar lives. We put Christ in a
bottle of urine – in practice” (Moyers & Beckett, 2000).

Robert Mapplethorpe’s work, which prominently features themes
and issues depicting LGBTQ identity, made the prudish Helms and
other puritanical individuals uncomfortable. They felt it was
necessary to demean both the Queer community and
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Mapplethorpe’s art. Their verbal attacks and threats on both
Serrano and Mapplethorpe was devastating to the psyche and
structure of the artists’ and the art world.

Similar attempts to censor artistic expression were infamously
revisited in 2010, this time with outrage over 11 seconds (footage of
ants crawling over a crucifix) from a film called A Fire in My Belly
(1986-87) by the artist and HIV/AIDS activist, David Wojnarowicz.
Threats from conservative politicians to de-fund the arts,
intimidated The Smithsonian Institution to remove an abridged
version of A Fire in My Belly from the exhibit “Hide/Seek: Difference
and Desire in American Portraiture.” Jonathan Ned Katz, historian
and co-curator of the show in question, reflected on the
controversy:

“In 1989 Senator Jesse Helms demonized Robert Mapplethorpe’s
sexuality, and by extension, his art, and with little effort pulled a
cowering art world to its knees. His weapon was threatening to
disrupt the already pitiful federal support for the arts, and once
again, that same weapon is being brandished, and once again we
cower.”

I wonder if Helms et al might have expressed the same outrage if
they were alive during the time when Hieronymus Bosch (c. 1450 –
1516) painted his surreal and grotesque depictions of the gospels
and other fantastical paintings inspired by his Catholic faith. Helms’
mentality actually fits quite neatly within a 16th century dogmatic
perspective on art. When Michelangelo painted the figures of  in his
renowned Sistine Chapel fresco, The Last Judgement (1565), he
left them stark naked, which caused an uproar and a call by some
members of the Catholic clergy to censor it. In fact, after
Michelangelo had passed away, his former apprentice added
clothes to cover up the nudity in the painting (see: Garcia-Fenech,
2013).

Censorship in the arts dates back centuries. For example, the
remains of ancient Hindu temples with statues of deities that have
had their faces smashed in due to the rise of Islamic empires,
illustrate how dominant cultures have had overarching influence on
the types of imagery allowed to be absorbed. When iconoclasts see
it fit to defame, alter, or destroy visual elements from other
(conquered, past, oppressed, etc.) cultures, they are performing a
drastic and severe form of censorship.

Some more recent examples of censorship (and wannabe
iconoclasts) include ex-New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s
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outspoken threat and public tantrum to cut funding to the Brooklyn
Museum over their display of Chris Ofili’s painting, The Holy Virgin
Mary (1996), in 1999. The painting, which is a portrait of a black
Madonna, was created with a variety of materials including
varnished elephant dung. The dung made associations to one of
the Virgin’s bared breasts, while two other pieces of elephant
excrement provided a support system for the canvas to be
displayed on the floor. Ofili’s epic painting evokes the essence of
the Virgin Mary as a powerful and confident woman. She
represents fertility, compassion and divine nurture.

By re-presenting her as a black woman, The Holy Virgin Mary pays
homage to the fertile crescent, where civilization was originally
cultivated, and the African Diaspora, which spread significant
cultural ideas throughout the world. Ofili’s connection of ancient
cultures and the African Diaspora is presented in an entirely new
light within the painting. He considers the piece to be a ‘hip hop’
version of the many variations and depictions of the Virgin Mary
throughout time. Ultimately, the Brooklyn museum refused to take
the work off of display and ex-Mayor Giuliani (also a litigator) lost a
court case that was intended to cut off funding for the museum.

Schools have also faced censorship and threats of censorship from
various political and social groups. Censorship in schools affects
student’s access to materials, and (like we have seen in the arts) is
determined largely by the opinions of outside sources who  reside
outside of classroom environments. Foerstel (2002) says that
censorship (he refers to books in his work) comes from two
opposing factors, the conservative and liberal wings of society.
While the conservative organizations typically seek to censor works
that express issues they feel are vulgar or antithetical to their
mission (such as homosexuality, revolutionary empowerment of
oppressed groups, religious criticism and more); liberal groups also
have called for the censorship of creative works that contain racial
epitaphs or violence. Both instances of censorship have major
implications for children’s growth and development.

Within the school environment, the arts are some of the most
common subjects ripe for censorship. This is because literature,
music and visual art present potent forms of human expression.
They may express moments or ideas in time that were largely
unpopular within the status quo, or symbolize themes that are
heavily critical of systemic operations. The arts also have a direct
correlation with history, which is another subject that faces
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prejudice and strict revision from authoritative policy makers and
other influential individuals and groups.

Because censoring groups have varying subjective ideas about
what is and is not acceptable to be presented in schools, a
significant malady of censorship is the ills affects it has on free and
liberated expression. How can we dictate what is suitable for
children to learn, when our collective culture is full of divisive and
contentious opinions? Wouldn’t it be beneficial to allow for an
inquiry based process of learning wherein students can formulate
their own opinions on issues that personally affect them and their
peers? An open-minded educator can provide a level of discretion
and guidance in coaching students to have healthy discourses, and
develop deeper understandings for issues that are seemingly
problematic. In today’s era, negative and positive aspects are so
seamlessly conflated within the culture at large, that declaring
things dualistically and in a partisan nature, is disingenuous and
ineffective. There is always a grey area, which needs to be
examined and given insightful critiques so that we can better
understand how we can achieve a civil and more common ground,
while still being respectful of differing lifestyles. Therefore, it is
important that we don’t shelter our children from the complexities
and various realities of the world.

Freedman & Hernandez (1998) stated that the view a society has
regarding the arts tells us a lot about its overall nature. Art
education has usually thrived within a liberal society with open
borders to the ‘outside world’. A society’s willingness to encourage
multiple concepts of belief, culture and experience, can lead to its
continual success. The viewpoint on the arts in this aforementioned
environment is typically positive, as evident during the times of
Ancient Athens, the European Renaissance and the Age of
Enlightenment. However, in an isolated and insular society, art
forms, especially those that express individuality, are repressed
through systems of control. This is documented throughout various
periods such as in Ancient Sparta, Nazi Germany and in
contemporary autocracies like the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea. In these societies, a strong military focus overrides the
concept of individualism by asserting that citizens must maintain a
uniformity of allegiance to their government.

There are major facets that dictate the course of local and national
curricula, which have continued to hold influence from Ancient
Greece to today. They are, as Elfand (1990) explains: patronage,
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education and censorship. In the United States of America, these
facets greatly impact our sociocultural environment. Patronage,
education and censorship, are generally directed by those holding
power and wealth. Because of this, their bias and self interests
often shape what is deemed relevant and necessary to learn, see,
or do. Additionally, the idea from some influential policy makers that
the arts should produce attractive objects, but don’t have a
utilitarian value beyond its aesthetic qualities, is evident of our
society throwing the baby out with the bathwater. The value of art
has suffered devastating mainstream blows from politicians like
Helms, Newt Gingrich and Rudy Giuliani who denounced funding
for the arts (largely due to hard line religious and political
ideologies). Furthermore, Barrack Obama remarked that art history
isn’t a practical area of education and suggested that other
disciplines be taken more seriously in schools (Zucker, 2017). The
devaluation and apathy towards art has made it an easy target for
de-funding efforts across the cultural and educational spheres.

The arts validate freedom of expression, give us agency to develop
and exhibit empathy and strengthen our skills for thinking critically
and realizing that the information around us is not always what it
may seem. Curricula with a focus on art history and visual culture
can help students become more aware of how special interest
groups and corporations often manipulate and use images as a
form of propaganda.

It has been a long standing and popular practice for modern
advertisements to feature works of art or to appropriate an artist’s
style, in order to promote a consumer product or a brand ideology
(Berger, 1972; Iqbal, 2016). Discerning between actual works of art
and advertisements is ever so important in world filled with pop-up
banners, website ads, internet forums and memes that disseminate
biased information. Furthermore, Lister (2017) posits “fake news
and the value we place on the arts are on a see-saw together, as
one goes down the other goes up, they are inextricably linked. By
devaluing the arts, we are allowing fake news to rule our world
which is a terrifying prospect.”

So the problem within our culture, is twofold, the arts are being
demystified by mass media, as well as special interests groups;
and they are under steady threat from censoring agents who also
have specific political, social, religious and/or cultural biases. A
similar thesis can be put forth to synthesize how the educational
system is being negatively affected by standardization, teaching to
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the test, as well as censorship and banning/removing certain
materials and information from textbooks and scholarly discourse.

Christina Freeman, UltraViolet Archive. Installation photograph at
the Queens Museum, 2018. Photo by Adam Zucker

Issues surrounding censorship are prominently scrutinized via
Christina Freeman’s, UltraViolet Archive (2018-), an ongoing
(currently on view at the Queens Museum), nomadic and
participatory based art project that includes many different cross-
referential elements. It is at once, a psychical archive, digital
database, library and cinematic environment, which re-presents
works of visual art, literature, film, as well as other narratives,
histories and ideologies, that were deemed ‘problematic’ at some
point in time by authoritative figures. Freeman explains:

“In the UltraViolet Archive, I hope to provide a complex perspective
on how censorship influences creative works, by presenting a wide
range of works in various media, across time periods, along with
the different contexts for each challenge. I would like to show the
full spectrum, from works suppressed by state censorship or bias to
those challenged by individuals or special interest groups to artists
censoring themselves.”

Viewers can interact with the archive by suggesting additional
works that are not yet included and offer thoughts on how they
define censorship. Additionally, the banned and censored works are
displayed in order for these works to be circulated, re-assessed and
better understood through new and diverse perspectives.

In the art room, where it is essential to emphasize, encourage and
empower student’s personal expression, censoring their work can
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be shattering. Henley (1997) sheds light on two vocabulary words,
censorship and ‘disturbation.’ ‘Disturbation,’ is a term coined in
1986, by art critic Arthur C. Danto, which means any work of art
that is provocative and intends to disrupt the status quo. This is true
for artists of all ages, and something anyone who has taught in
primary, secondary or higher education settings has surely
encountered throughout their tenure. Hanley says that these terms
are essential for educators to understand in order to build a
classroom environment based on freedom of expression and social
responsibility. According to Hanley, it would behoove art educators
to provide instructional scaffolding to develop provocative student
work into conscious and thoughtful statements of intention. Doing
so would give a more mature awareness to the topic(s) or issue(s)
they are reacting to and symbolizing.

Overall, student artists should feel uninhibited to create work that
exemplifies their unique understanding and experiences in the
world. They should also have access to the breadth of imagery,
issues and topics that are depicted through works of art. The art
room should be a sanctuary and open-minded environment, where
students and educators can collectively discuss and create all types
of art that inspire mindfulness, independent thinking and socially
conscious action.
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DIARY

LURE OF THE LOCAL
December 11, 2018 • New York • Lauren O’Neill-Butler at the Queens International

and a talk by Anne Carson

Anne Carson at the New York Public Library on December 7, 2018. Photo: Sarah Stacke / New York Public Library.

WELCOME TO THE DREGS OF THE YEAR, when all we want—or need, given the chaos of 2018

—is something socially nourishing. And no, I’m not talking about Art Basel Miami Beach.

On Saturday December 8, an afternoon of overlapping talks, workshops, film screenings, and
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performances was brought together under the banner of “Access and Agency” at the Queens

Museum in conjunction with “Queens International 2018,” the eighth edition of the truly local

group show that spotlights a set of artists working in the most royal borough. This year, a

lively intergenerational dialogue on abstraction, chance operations, and found objects emerges

among luminaries such as Milford Graves, Jack Whitten, Liz Phillips, and newcomers such as

KT Pe Benito, Emilio Martinez Poppe, and Ani Liu, while a new partnership with the Queens

Library, entailing installations in select branches and programming, gives the exhibition more

breathing room. Hence its title: “Volumes,” a nod to publications and capabilities.

The programming on Saturday began with a “Censorpedia edit-a-thon,” presented by

Christina Freeman as part of her UltraViolet Archive, 2018, an installation that gathers

partially censored and banned works. In the museum’s theater, Freeman also screened two

films from the archive by Oscar Micheaux. Simultaneously, there were conversations about

cultural erasure, including Aruna D’Souza speaking with QI 2018 artist Janet Henry and Linda

Goode Bryant. And did I mention that Eileen Myles, Tracie Morris, and Thurston Moore,

among others, were giving readings of their works?
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Nora N. Khan and Brian Droitcour.

With all this happening at once, it was hard to know what to focus on, and I ended up, perhaps

instinctively, in an art-writing workshop. Tucked into a library near the museum’s café is a

glass-walled gallery housing the installation for The People’s Guide to the Queens

International, 2018. This meta-collaborative project by Brian Droitcour and Christine Wong

Yap departs from the possibly terrifying idea that everyone’s a critic—as well as Droitcour’s

ongoing interest in vernacular criticism and Wong Yap’s background with participatory events.

Led by Droitcour, my group of makeshift critics began with a prompt to interpret artwork in

the show as pure data: “Imagine you’re a cyborg and your eyes are a pair of optical scanners . .

.” It was tempting to just write down zeroes and ones.

Next, we endeavored to write a history of a found object from a work on view, and while I
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penned my short opus about a Carolee Schneemann catalogue from the UltraViolet Archive, I

overheard Myles speaking in an adjacent gallery: “Queens was the lure that got me here.”

Turns out they moved to New York to go to grad school—a short-lived stint—at Queens

College in 1974.

And I thought: Oh, Queens was my lure too.

Eileen Myles.

“Welcome home,” said QI 2018 cocurator Sophia Marisa Lucas, when I mentioned that a little

more than fifteen years ago I moved to New York from Florida to take an assistant job at the

museum. It’s always bittersweet to be back, though I’ve pretty consistently kept a zip code in

the borough. The International had begun just a year before I arrived, under the tutelage of
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some newish staff who wanted to engage with the local community. Back then, post-9/11, pre-

renovation, the museum was being holistically revitalized: Among other events, I was lucky

enough to work on Joan Jonas’s first large-scale exhibition in New York and the beginnings of

the revelatory “Odd Lots: Revisiting Gordon Matta-Clark’s ‘Fake Estates.’”

The latter, if you don’t know, dealt with Matta-Clark’s project of buying up fifteen micro-

parcels of land—little slivers of gutters and alleyways—from the city at public auction in 1973

for twenty-five to seventy-five bucks a pop. “The wild dogs, the junkies, and I used these spaces

to work out some life problems,” Matta-Clark once said of them. They were repossessed for

non-payment of taxes after he died in 1978 at age thirty-five, and today such “curb properties”

are no longer sold at auction.

Anne Carson at the New York Public Library on December 7, 2018. Photo: Sarah Stacke / New York Public Library.
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On the night of December 7, Anne Carson was ruminating on Matta-Clark. Titled “On

Corners,” her talk at the New York Public Library was one of three she originally wrote for the

2018 Clark—yes, ha—Lectures at Cambridge University. After roaming, as she is wont to do,

through a gorgeously wide array of people and topics—her dad, ancient Greek tragedy,

Shakespeare, Beckett, Giacometti, Pinter, Bachelard, Aristotle, and so many more—she landed

on the “Fake Estates” and the “joy and mischief of introducing a little bit of justice into the

Anaximandian grid of New York City.” Fourteen of the plots were in Queens, in what are now

rapidly gentrifying areas. I recalled another line of hers while traveling home on the 7 train and

passing through the always-emerging Blade Runner-esque developments of Long Island City,

which will likely proliferate now that Amazon is coming to town: “What is real about real

estate?”

As with everything Carson does, I didn’t want the lecture to end. But thanks to the Grad

Center’s video of it here, it doesn’t have to. And that’s my holiday gift to you. Enjoy.

— Lauren O’Neill-Butler

ALL IMAGES

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY.
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The Queens International is an art biennial distributed throughout
the borough. Queens Museum assistant curator Sophia Marisa
Lucas and her co-curator, artist Baseera Khan, joined forces to
assemble 43 artists and collectives, from across 15 distinct
neighborhoods, for the eighth edition. “Volumes” is co-hosted by
select branches of the Queens Library, making it even more
democratic. In this way, Queens is, itself, either by design or
coincidence, very much on display — and with all the news about
coming corporate-driven gentrification, it’s an opportunity to better 
understand the diverse, cross-generational patchwork of people 
from all over the world we stand to lose. Still, if you don’t live there, 
or only live in one part of the borough, it can be hard to find your 
way around, which is why we’ve made this art guide.

How to Spend the Day Seeing 
Amazing Art All Over Queens
By Rain Embuscado

 N O V. 2 1 , 2 0 1 8S E E N

Heidi Howard and Liz Phillips, Relative Fields in a Garden, 2018: Acrylic paint, ceramic, bamboo, birch veneer, 
mirror film, metal chairs, Serge analog synthesizer, sound transducers, light sensors and multichannel looping 
audio players. Photo: Courtesy Queens Museum. Photo by Hai Zhang
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Paolo Javier and David Mason, Fel Santos: I of Newtown, 2018. Multimedia installation 
(Super 8 film, digital video with sound, and 7-channel audio), durations variable. Installed 
at the LeFrak City branch of the Queens Library. Photo: Courtesy Queens Museum. Photo 
by Hai Zhang

Ambitious nine-to-fivers aiming to see it all should hit the circuit on a 
Saturday. The Queens Library at LeFrak City — just a short
distance from the Woodhaven R train station — is closed on
Sundays. Inside the library, a collaborative sound and video
installation by artists Paolo Javier and David Mason (who also goes
by the moniker “Listening Center”) meditates on the possibilities and 
limitations of language through the life and work of Filipino-
American poet Fel Santos. The duo are having a poetry workshop
on December 15.

Getting to your next destination, the Queens Museum, entails a
brisk 20-minute walk east through the neighborhood of Corona.
Grab an empanada for breakfast on the go.

Queens Museum

Queens Library at Lefrak City 
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KT Pe Benito, Entries to Faustina (Growing Out of Colonialism for My Grandmother’s 
Sake), 2018: Mixed-media installation with photography, drawings, prints, collage, and 
text. Photo: Courtesy Queens Museum. Photo by Hai Zhang

Directions to the Queens Museum are simple enough: Catch a
Flushing-bound 7 train to Mets-Willets Point, follow these
instructions, and get lost anyway (because you will). You’ll know
you’re headed in the right direction when you see Gilmore D.
Clarke’s Unisphere peaking up just above the trees. Really, it’s the
only landmark you need.

First to greet you inside the museum is artist KT Pe Benito’s bright-
yellow three-panel pegboard, a sort of Pilipinx altar, pinned with
collages, photographs, and other objects memorializing the artist’s
late grandmother Faustina. Up ahead, suspended from the
building’s central ceiling, is a ceremonious if not unremarkable 100-
foot-long tablecloth, meant to symbolize the communion of all the
artists involved. Artist Mary A. Valverde’s nearby installation, Points
+ Curves, which features an intricate canopy of bent bamboo,
would have been a better choice for such prominent placement.
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Milford Graves, PATHWAYS OF INFINITE POSSIBILITIES,  2017–2018: Combined 
media installation. Photo: Courtesy Queens Museum. 

Photo by Hai Zhang

The first exhibition gallery features the work of Jamaica, Queens–
born polymath Milford Graves. The 77-year-old, best known for 
innovating free jazz percussion in the ’60s, says he’s drawing from 
his background in music and martial arts in this exploration of 
sculpture. Whimsical wooden assemblages display assortments of 
found objects: anatomical models, sculptures of mudra hands, 
copper wires, circuit boards, light fixatives, and other electronic 
equipment. The effect is schizophrenic, self-referential tableaux that 
hinge on the psychedelic. The artist’s prismatic approach, the 
curators explain in their catalogue, forms the foundational 
framework tying the entirety of “Volumes” together.

As you proceed through the galleries, be sure to pick up a copy of 
The People’s Guide to the Queens International placed throughout 
the Museum. The single-page forms were designed by artists Brian 
Droitcour and Christine Wong Yap to stimulate deeper encounters 
with the works on view. “Anyone,” they propose in the 
accompanying wall text, “can be an art critic!”
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Brian Droitcour and Christine Wong Yap, The People’s Guide to the Queens 
International, 2018. Participatory installation and events. Courtesy of the artists. Photo: 
Courtesy Queens Museum. Photo by Hai Zhang

Perhaps the most seductive (if not politically salient) works on offer
involve two participatory projects. Christina Freeman’s UltraViolet
Archive is one of them. The interactive installation features a library
bookshelf of “Challenged, Banned, and Obliterated” books (some
familiar and others unexpected); a round table with chairs; and a
single computer for curious visitors looking to explore the digital
archive. Emilio Martinez Poppe’s End Credits for the Places That
Make Us, meanwhile, includes a monitor, keyboard, and mouse.
Found on the second floor, with two additional sets elsewhere on
the ground level, the screen asks visitors to reflect on and engage
with notions of placemaking, community, and belonging with
preloaded prompts.

Another highlight is a grisailles painting called Omega by the late
American painter Jack Whitten, which can be found in the second
exhibition gallery. (The artist has a concurrent solo exhibition up
right now at the Met Breuer.)

Retrace your steps to the 7 train and take it one stop over to
Flushing. Head south of the station to the Library’s entrance, and
down the stairs to the lower level where you’ll find Mo Kang’s Black
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Cloud, Thin Ice prints. The exhibition, which uses Italian honey
bees’ migrations to North America as a lens to examine
globalization, registers like an elementary-school art show. Which,
in fact, it is. Hanging on an adjacent wall are paper sculptures
constructed by 5- to 9-year-olds each considering their own
migration story. Try not to cry.

For the final stop on the tour, right across the street you can board a 
Jamaica-bound Q44 bus, which you’ll take to Merrick Boulevard. It’s 
about a 30-minute ride past the western edge of East Flushing, the 
residential stretch of Pomonok and Kew Gardens, and through the 
neighborhood of Briarwood, straight to the border of Jamaica and 
Jamaica Hills. Queens Library Central is three blocks north of the 
stop on Merrick. There, you’ll need a librarian’s help locating Patrick 
Killoran’s “Portals,” an optic tunnel of square-shaped viewfinders 
cutting straight through 18 library stacks. The piece is meant to 
allude to the act of “searching.” But the installation could also be 
interpreted as an absence, underscoring the idea of something that 
was and is now missing — kind of like 5Pointz or, maybe 
foreshadowing what many worry could disappear in Queens if 
Amazon moves in.

Just north of the library is the 169th Street F station, the easiest way 
to get back to the city, or you can always take the train to Roosevelt 
Avenue for dinner in Jackson Heights, home to some of New York’s 
best Tibetan, Indian, Colombian, Mexican, and Uruguayan 
restaurants.

How to Spend the Day Seeing Amazing Art All Over Queens
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frieze.com

Walking from Dunkirk to Barcelona to 
Measure the Curvature of the Earth

On 24 June 2018 artist Sara Morawetz started walking. In sturdy
leather boots and a broad-brimmed, blue felt hat, she headed south
from Dunkirk, France’s most northerly town. For 112 days, over
2,000 kilometres, Morawetz negotiated exhaustion, monotony,
blisters, anxiety, self-doubt, 100-kilometre-per-hour winds, 37°C
heat and the Pyrenees. She walked from the North Sea to the
Mediterranean. On 13 October, she arrived at her destination:
Barcelona.

Sara-Morawetz, étalon, 2018, performance documentation.
Courtesy: the artist

The walk (étalon, 2018) is a performance in homage to an earlier
journey. In 1792 Napoleon ordered two French astronomers, Jean-
Baptiste-Joseph Delambre and Pierre-François-André Méchain, to
determine a new universal standard unit of measurement. They
journeyed from Dunkirk to Barcelona in order to measure the
curvature of the earth. It took them seven years. The new unit was
a direct result of the data the pair accrued and the calculations they
made: one ten-millionth of the distance from the North Pole to the
Equator, one mètre-étalon, one metre.
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Delambre and Méchain worked in partnership, and throughout her
walk Morawetz was accompanied by a succession of artists and
writers. Each day, Morawetz and her collaborator took
measurements using a GPS receiver, a laser range-finder, and a
purpose-built target made of alternating black and white segments.
‘A metre is a distance between two points,’ explains the artist.
‘Throughout the walk is this idea of two points of contact that need
to be maintained.’

Morawetz’s first walking collaborator was her husband, Darren
Engwirda, a computational mathematics researcher. He wrote a
piece of software which allows Morawetz to use her measurements
to calculate the radius of the earth, and from that to produce both a
provisional daily metre length and a cumulative total. ‘From this I
will produce a metre of my own making, a physical representation
of the entirety of the journey,’ she told me.

Sara-Morawetz, étalon, 2018, performance documentation.
Courtesy: the artist; photograph: Lucy Parakina

Apart from Engwirda, all of the other collaborators have been
women. The French word étalon means not only ‘standard’ but also
‘stallion’ which, for Morawetz, suggests something very masculine
inherent in the history of the metre. ‘This act of trying to retrace a
journey and remeasure the metre could be a somewhat feminist
gesture,’ she says. Before the walk, Morawetz researched the
female walkers of the early 20th century when ‘women were given
permission to walk in the landscape with a certain degree of
agency’. Her walking attire for étalon – the felt hat, long socks, a
white shirt and grey cravat – not only marks her apart from other
hikers but also gives a nod to these pioneers. ‘As a group of
women, we’re trying to create a tactile relationship with the
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landscape and with measurement as a standardising force,’ she
says.

This focus on the tactile (bodily, material) is key for Morawetz. Much
of her previous work has involved a performed thinking through of
the relationship between time and the body. Previously, she spent a
month in Open Source Gallery, New York, living according to the
time on Mars, where each day is 2.7% longer than on earth (How
the Stars Stand, 2015). 61/60 (2015-ongoing) a life-long
performance, involves a single strike of a pair of cymbals to mark
each leap second, the unit of time irregularly added to the global
clock to keep it in sync with the universe.

Sara-Morawetz, étalon, 2018, performance documentation.
Courtesy: the artist; photograph: Laura Hindmarsh

From June to October, étalon spanned the seasons. ‘The wheat
has now been cut, the sunflowers are dying, the light has changed,
the leaves have changed. These are markers of time,’ she told me.
But it is not only the landscape that has changed. Morawetz has
undergone physical changes too: she feels stronger, she has lost
weight. Her blue hat has been bleached yellow by the sun; her
boots re-heeled twice. There is a rawness and emotional
vulnerability to the fragmented texts she has emailed to those
following the project; via Skype in the walk’s final days, she is more
upbeat. ‘The landscape changes and I change in it,’ she writes.

In addition to the creation of her own metal metre, Morawetz has
been exhibiting images and daily field reports from étalon at Museé
des Art et Métiers, Paris since July, as a precursor to a group
exhibition, ‘Made to Measure: the seven units of the world’ (to 5
May 2019). She has also posted regular updates to social media
throughout the journey. Morawetz contributed to ‘Saunter Trek
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Escort Parade… (S.T.E.P.)’, a two-part group exhibition of walk-
based work which took place at Flux Factory, New York in
September and which will be on show at Queens Museum, New
York from 28 October until 2 December. Further iterations of étalon
will follow.

‘Thinking takes place in the relationship of territory and the earth,’
wrote Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari. That is where étalon
operates, too: in the painfully fertile friction between abstraction and
materiality, between idea and event and body. ‘I made the mistake
of falling in love with the theoretical (again) – beguiled by purist
ideals,’ Morawetz reveals via email. And she has discovered, what?
‘The rawness of inexactitude. A mind and map laid bare.’

étalon has been assisted by the Australia Council, the QAGOMA
Foundation, the Musée des Arts et Métiers, the Art Gallery of NSW,
the Cité Internationale des Arts and Pratt Institute.

‘étalon: The Scientific Adventure of Sara Morawetz’ runs at Musée
des Arts et Métiers, Paris, until 6 January 2019.

Main image: Sara-Morawetz, étalon, 2018, performance documentation.

Courtesy: the artist; photograph: Lucy Parakina
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Queens Museum Announces Artists Participating in Its Upcoming Biennial - Artforum International

https://www.artforum.com/news/queens-museum-announces-artists-participating-in-its-upcoming-biennial-76092

NEWS

Screen shot of the Ryan Kuo-designed website, which is meant to serve as a virtual experience of the 2018

edition of Queens International.

July 25, 2018 at 5:09am

QUEENS MUSEUM ANNOUNCES ARTISTS PARTICIPATING IN ITS UPCOMING

BIENNIAL

The Queens Museum in New York has revealed the list of forty-three artists and
collectives participating in its upcoming biennial, titled “Volumes,” which will open on
October 7. Hailing from fifteen neighborhoods and representing several generations, the
majority of the artists exhibiting are women. The institution also launched the exhibition’s
website, which will serve as an alternative way to experience the event.

Established in 2002, Queens International highlights the contemporary cultural production
of communities in the borough. Organized by Sophia Marisa Lucas, assistant curator at
the Queens Museum, and New York performance artist Baseera Khan, this year’s edition
will explore systems of knowledge production in the digital and analog realms. Taking
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7/26/2018 Queens Museum Announces Artists Participating in Its Upcoming Biennial - Artforum International

https://www.artforum.com/news/queens-museum-announces-artists-participating-in-its-upcoming-biennial-76092

inspiration from the historical emergence of the public library and its ability to confront
cultural changes brought about by the internet, “Volumes” will focus on the role of artists
as “professional non-specialists,” who are able to encapsulate our everyday virtual lives.

“Many artworks in the exhibition address the analog and digital, but they aren’t about
nostalgia vs. the status quo,” Lucas said in a statement. “These artists propose analogues
within those frameworks, they exacerbate or collapse those distinctions, and conjure
opportunities for integration. There is a lot of possibility and speculation, but there is also
a specter of pathos and futility. When I first introduced the exhibition in formation to
Baseera last winter, she summed it up with this brilliant phrase: ‘cheerfully apocalyptic.’”

Designed by artist Ryan Kuo, who is known for addressing organizational hierarchies and
information architecture in his works, the exhibition website will serve as a virtual 3D
model of the venue that is organized on a 2D plane. The website is intended to be
simultaneously serve as an experiential tool and an extension of the ideas within the
exhibition.

“Taking ‘Volumes’ as a cue, the website grid is composed of an HTML table that
threatens (but usually fails, thanks to QI 2018’s actual voices and bodies) to visually
tabulate the data within a universal hierarchy,” said Kuo. “The computer tirelessly garbles
the text while cutups of the floor plans and animated flythroughs of the virtual galleries
give form to truths, half-truths, and algorithmic untruths about the promises of a
biennial.”

Additionally, for the first time, the Queens Museum is partnering with the Queens Library
to present artworks in select library branches.

The full list of participating artists is as follows:

Damali Abrams

Haley Bueschlen

Gabo Camnitzer
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Emmy Catedral

Camel Collective (Anthony Graves and Carla Herrera-Prats)

Kanad Chakrabarti

Jesse Chun

Oscar Rene Cornejo

Chris Domenick

Brian Droitcour and Christine Wong Yap

ray ferreira 

Christina Freeman

Milford Graves

Janet Henry

Camille Hoffman

Kim Hoeckele

Heidi Howard and Liz Phillips

Qiren Hu

Juan Iribarren

Paolo Javier and David Mason

Peter Kaspar

Patrick Killoran

Ernesto Klar
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Essye Klempner

Mo Kong

Ani Liu

Umber Majeed

Emilio Martinez Poppe

Gloria Maximo

Asif Mian

Wardell Milan

Beatrice Modisett

Arthur Ou

KT Pe Benito

Gabriela Salazar

Raycaster (Ziv Schneider and Shirin Anlen)

Jaret Vadera

Mary A. Valverde

Cullen Washington

Jack Whitten

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY.
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[jgp�ujg�Vvggp	�Rv	gvo�kp�Sgx��qtm�c	mgf�U3O3�Uqnkectrkq�uq�qticpk�g�cp�gwgpu�uq�gpicig�ujg
Kknkrkpq2Fogtkecp�eqoovpku��nc	u�Ovpg1�ujg�ctuk	u�eqnf2gockngf�gwgt��xtkugt�jg�eqvnf�ujkpm�qh�hqt
c�dqqm�hg	ukwcn3

ÌJwgt�dqf��	jqxgf�vr1Î�Uqnkectrkq�tgecnngf3

Fvujqt	�Ë�kpenvfkpi�Rkc�Fnwct1�Skpquejmc�Wq	mc1�cpf�Lkpc�Frq	uqn�Ë�icwg�tgcfkpi	�qh�ujgkt�xqtm1
xjkej�xgtg�ujgp�rvu�qp�fk	rnc�3�Uqnkectrkq�cn	q�eqputkdvugf�dqqm	�htqo�jk	�qxp�eqnngeukqp3�G�
jk	�ogc	vtg1�ujg�gwgpu�xc	�c�	veeg		3

ÌXjg�tg	rqp	g�xc	�tgcnn��rq	kukwg1�gpujv	kc	uke1Î�Uqnectrkq�	ckf3�ÌF�nqu�qh�rgqrng�ecog1�c�nqu�qh
d�	ucpfgt	�ecog�cpf�nqqmgf�cpf�Ɩkrrgf�cpf�tgcf3Î

Tpg�qh�ujg�cuugpfgg	�xc	�Joo��Hcugftcn1�c�hgnnqx�ctuk	u�cpf�Vvggp	�tg	kfgpu3��jg�dgicp�jgnrkpi
Uqnkectrkq�qp�ujg�rtqlgeu1�ngpfkpi�jgt�qxp�dqqm	�uq�ujg�eqnngeukqp3�Fhugt�ujg�756;�gngeukqp1�ujg
uxq1�dquj�kookitcpu	�htqo�ujg�Ujknkrrkpg	�xjq�nkwgf�kp�fkwgt	g�pgkijdqtjqqf	1�dgicp�fk	ev		kpi
ujgkt�eqnncdqtcukqp�kp�c�pgx�nkiju3

[jcu�jc	�tg	vnugf�k	�ujg�Uknkrkpy�Fogtkecp�Qkdtct��-UFQ.1�c�rqr2vr�qh�Kknkrkpq2Fogtkecp
nkugtcuvtg�evttgpun��qp�fk	rnc��kp�Sgx��qtm1�Hcnkhqtpkc1�cpf�qpnkpg3

Np�cffkukqp�uq�rqgut��cpf�pqwgn	1�UFQÏ	�eqnngeukqp�kpenvfg	�cecfgoke�xtkukpi1�ctu�dqqm	1�cpf��kpg	
Ë�	jqtu�	gnh2rvdnk	jgf�ocic�kpg	3

Kqt�qpg�qh�ujgkt�Ɠt	u�rqr2vr	�cu�Sgx��qtmÏ	�GFG��Kckt�kp�Ovpg1�ujg�rckt�egpugtgf�ujgkt�gyjkdkukqp
ctqvpf�xjcu�ujg��	ckf�k	�xkfgn��tgictfgf�c	�ujg�Ɠt	u�Kknkrkpq2Fogtkecp�pqwgn1�Hctnq	�Gvnq	cpÏ	
ÌFogtkec�k	�kp�ujg�Mgctu1Î�xjkej�xc	�Ɠt	u�rvdnk	jgf�kp�6>9;3

»F[efb[�Wh[�b_a["�½E^�j^[h[�Wh[�<_b_f_de�mh_j[hi5�J^[h[¾i�<_b_f_de
b_j[hWjkh[5¾�F[efb[�YWd�]e�j^[_h�[dj_h[�b_l[i�m_j^ekj�h[WZ_d]
<_b_f_de�b_j[hWjkh[�j^Wj�m[�m[h[�ie�\ehjkdWj[�je�^Wl[$¼

DXi#�',!�'%&,!�&/)(�EB�:9I

FULL ARTICLE AVAILABLE ONLINE
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Playing with Words in the Most
Linguistically Diverse Place in the World

Daniel Larkin

Purgatory Pie Press, “Volumptuous: Hanging Tower of Babble”
(2017) (all photos by the author for Hyperallergic)

Are you ready for volumptuous? This hilarious sign by Purgatory
Pie Press dangling from Flux Factory’s ceiling, part of
“Volumptuous: Hanging Tower of Babble,” a large installation of
hanging signage, is a fitting mascot for this playful summer show.
Tongue Tide, curated by Christina Freeman and Emireth Herrera,
invites us all to play a little more with language, and to ponder other
languages besides English. It’s a must-see for writers and
wordsmiths and is well worth the trip to Long Island City.

Queens is the most linguistically diverse area on the planet. No

+,&-'./0'./12

https://hyperallergic.com/391423/playing-with-words-in-the-most-linguistically-diverse-place-in-the-world/
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other place boasts so many languages in such close proximity,
something Rashedul Hasan and Dan Silverman illustrate in “We
Are the Queens of New York” (2017), a map piece where dots of
different colors represent these many varied languages. It’s really
powerful to dwell on just how unique the borough — and New York
City as a whole — is from this perspective.

Rashedul Hasan and Dan Silverman, “We Are the Queens of New York” (2017)

It’s also good to ponder this map because, with all due to respect to
Oscar Wilde and Dorothy Parker, English does not own a monopoly
on wit. Many turns of phrase and poetic expressions in other
languages pack a punch, even in translation. Some of the best work 
in this show plays with other languages to give us glimpses of their 
clever bons mots.

An intriguing artist book by Magali Duzant, A Light Blue Desire
(2017), complies blue bromides from across the globe, and blue
postcards featuring some of the selections are available for visitors
to take home. Blue, in word and concept, can be stretched in so
many semiotic directions. The blues are great, but they cast a sad
shadow on the color as a metaphor in today’s English, which is
further exacerbated by the minority status of the so-called blue
states in the US’s broken political system. But blue is not so sad in
other languages. One vivid example is the Polish expression for
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what we might call daydreaming: to think about blue almonds. It
captures the futility of idle fantasy so well.

Nina Ross’s video piece “Untitled #1 (Fish)” (2017) shows a woman
filleting a fish and learning Norwegian by getting directions for each
next steps in that language. She’s not fluent, and we watch her
linger on words she doesn’t recognize, then learn and internalize
them by doing. There are some puns here because, with all due
respect, the Norwegian vocabulary sounds, to my English ears, a
bit squishy — like fish. Given that fish has been a major food staple
in Norway for centuries, it’s intriguing to reflect on how Norwegian
terms for its preparation can function as onomatopoeia.

Eugenio Pizzorno’s video “Ripples 01” (2017) explores ancient
dialects of Italian that are still spoken by some Italian Americans in
New York City today. As the woman on camera explains at one
point, her mother loved certain phrases in the old dialect for which
she could find no cognate in English, such as puzza schiatta. A
crude literal translation for it might be “I hope you die,” but there are
resonances and contexts to the phrase that an online translator
can’t uncover, and this indescribability is at the heart of the video.

Now, it’s debatable whether or not Donald Trump actually speaks
English, or even deserves the dignity of a paragraph in this review.
A case could be made that he speaks his own crude, over-
simplified dialect; coming from Queens himself, perhaps he is trying
to add to its diversity? Martha Wilson turned up to the exhibit
opening decked out in suit and orange wig, and her short
performance imitated his bluster and butchered prose. Then, in her
own voice, she talked about how New York’s art and activism
scenes have been intertwined since the 1970s, and she recounted
the political crisis that each era confronted. It made me wonder how
our stories about the 2010s will sound in 2050. It also warmed my
heart, reminding us all that those who came before us had to fight
just like we’re trying to do today.

Tongue Tide also includes a pile of poetry books and literary zines,
encouraging visitors to take a risk and leaf through the pages of an
author whose name you don’t recognize. One striking find was R.
Zamora Linmark’s poetry collection  “Rolling the R’s” (2016), whose
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title draws the attention to that unique inflection of Spanish
speakers. One particular poem from the collection, “They Like You
Because You Eat Dog,” hit home as an indictment of how people of
color in the United States can be exoticized, fetishisized, and liked
for all the wrong reasons. Here is a selection from the poem:

They Like You Because You Eat Dog

They like you because you eat dog, goat, and pig’s blood.
They like you because you grind your women they way you eat
pulutan.
They like you because you drink, play mah-jongg, and cockfight.
They like you because you go to church every Sunday
They like you because you kneel hard, bend over quick,
and spread wide.
They like you because you worship blue passports.
They like you because you guard the exiled President’s body in
Temple Valley.
They like you because your daughters date marines.
They like you because you machine-gun your own kind.
They like you because your sons smoke crack, cut class, and sport
tattoos.
They like you because you wear rainbow-colored clothes, toupees,
and can boogie.
They like you are third world hip……

It’s a prescient piece, and one that speaks to this show as a whole:
The aesthetic trap of “third-world hip” can interfere with appreciating
its nuances. But  Tongue Tide’s emphasis on language offers a
ladder to rise above it. Every culture has its great wordsmiths
whose expressions and proverbs live on and circulate long after
their death. By one count, William Shakespeare coined 135
phrases that are still used in modern English. Many other
languages have their own writers who have left a legacy of
semantic gems for future generations. Tongue Tide is at its
strongest when it treats other languages as treasure chests of
unique expressions. As artists continue to search for ways to help
us understand each other better and bridge divides, this
show offers an important hint about the role that exploring one
anther’s idioms and bromides can play.

Tongue Tide  continues at Flux Factory (39-31 29th Street, Long
Island City) through July 30.
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This Week's Must-See Art Events: How's 

About Some Hot Stuff Baby This Evening? 
by MICHAEL ANTHONY FARLEY on JULY 3, 2 017 ■fJ§Hti 

Thu 

Flux Factory 

39-31 29th Street
Queens, NY

6:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M. 
Website 

Tongue Tide 
Queens is the most language-dense place on the planet. This show curated by Flux 
Artist-in-Residence Christina Freeman and Curator-in-Residence Emireth Herrera, is 
all about language and it's strange powers. The opening reception features The Blue 
Bus Project, and performances by Martha Wilson, Irene Chan and JeviJoe Vitug. 
Martha Wilson will be performing her famous Donald Trump impersonation, so this is 
a can't-miss! 

Artists: Amela Parcic & Marija Draskic, Amira Hanafi, The Blue Bus Project, Bibi 
Calderaro, Carlos Salas, Eugenio De Giovanni Pizzorno, Graciela Cassel, Grayson 
Earle, Heather Kapplow & Ernie Kim, Helen Lee, Irene Chan, Jean Barberis & Daupo, 
Jevijoe Vitug, J Triangular, Katie Murray, Kristin Mciver, Magali Duzant, Masoom 
Moitra, Maribel Plasencia, Martha Wilson, Michal Dzitko, Nina Ross, P A  L / Pilipinx 
American Library, Patricia Silva, Purgatory Pie Press, Rashedul Deepon & Dan 
Silverman, and Xenia Diente 
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About AFC Board AFC Editions Donate 

This Week's Must-See Art Events: Have 

Your Cake & Smash It Too 

Video still from Jen Catron and Paul Outlaw's piece for the show "Cake Hole" at Mrs. We can't wait to see the context for 

this! 

Welcome to the new normal. We at AFC have noticed a decline in artistic output from Brooklyn's DIY scene 

as of late, while commercial galleries and institutions in Manhattan (and a few in Queens) have been 

gearing-up for battle mode with politically-charged programming. We're hoping this is because everyone in 

Brooklyn is too busy thinking about resistance, and not because they've fled the country. 

Tuesday night, The New School is hosting a talk about female bodies on line, and Wednesday, the New 

Museum is opening a massive Raymond Pettibon show. After checking it out, head down the block to ICP, 

where curators will be discussing the loaded Perpetual Revolution: The Image and Social Change. More 

talks will come Thursday, such as the Brooklyn Museum's call to defend immigrants and the Flux 

Factory/ABC No Rio potluck/opening/discussion about artists' mutual aid in times like these. Friday night, 

take a break from political angst to get lost in the dreamy paintings of Jordan Kasey at Nicelle Beauchene, 

or the likely dreamier office set E.S.P. TV has staged at Pioneer Works. The weekend brings more great art 

and opportunities for creative resistance: be sure to check out the Queens Museum's event to build climate 

change resistance coalitions between artists and activists. 
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Disability and the Classroom
Research and innovation address varied 

needs—and learning styles

Enduring Epidemic
Dr. Stacey Rizza ’91 on the persistence of HIV 

and the rise of another worldwide health threat

In Memoriam
Haverford’s ninth president  

John R. Coleman: 1921-2016

International Students Make a Life Far From Home 

The Magazine of Haverford College   FALL 2016
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 33  History Lesson

 50  Roads Taken and Not Taken

 51  Giving Back/Notes From  
  the Alumni Association

 57  Class News/Obituaries

 81  Then and NowOn the cover: A few of Haverford’s 150 international students. 
Top row, from left: Ioannis Rutledge ’18 (Greece) and Lu Chen ’17 
(China), Victoria Merino ’20 (Mexico and Switzerland), Ken Ruto 
’20 (Kenya). Middle row, from left: Saket Sekhsaria ’20 (India), 
Bereket Gebregziabher ’18 (Ethiopia), Moeka Noda ’19 (Japan). 
Bottom row, from left: Alex Bernas ’19 (Philippines), David Kong 
’20 (China), Michael Iacono ’20 (Switzerland) and Maelys Gluck ’19 
(France). Photos by Jeff Wojtaszek.

Back cover photo: Brad Larrison
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C
reative inspiration is often described as a spark, but 
Christina Freeman ’05 recalls one of her most inspir-
ing moments as an artist happening in the dark.

“I remember working in the darkroom and feeling like 
everything I was interested in, everything I cared about, could be 
explored through photography,” she says, recalling the epiphany 
that came during her sophomore year at Haverford. “I was inter-
ested in so many subjects; photography was the first thing I discov-
ered where I didn’t feel like I was narrowing down by committing 
to it.”

Since that illuminating moment, Freeman, 33, has been an in-
terdisciplinary artist, using various visual media and performance to 
explore ideas of community, collaboration, and conversation. 

One early work, The Ring Project (2009), is an exemplar of her 
approach. “Dressed as a bride in search of her fiancé, I asked peo-
ple on the streets of New York where I could find my soul mate,” 
says Freeman, who carried with her a giant sculpture of an engage-
ment ring that she created. Behind the spontaneous conversations 
that she sought to spark was a cultural critique about the societal 
framing and invisible expectations of marriage. 

Locations are important in Freeman’s work and tie into her life-
long passion for travel. A Spanish and Latin American studies major 
at Haverford, Freeman studied abroad in Barcelona during her ju-
nior year, and after earning an MFA at Hunter College in New York, 
she did an artist residency in Mexico City. She has mounted her 
work in Mexico, Bulgaria, and Greece—including Plums for Trash 

(2011–13), an “international trash exchange” that gave participants 
“an opportunity to consider their relationship to [the] cycle of pro-
duction, consumption, and waste,” she says.

She now lives in Queens, where in August she presented Best 
Value Lemonade Stand (2016) at Flux Factory in Long Island City. 
Part of a live-stream exhibition in conjunction with Tom’s Etching 
Studio in London, the work featured an actual lemonade stand 
from which Freeman dispensed lemonade to gallery visitors. In ex-

change, she asked them to draw a picture 
of an object they owned whose symbolic, 
sentimental, or historical value exceeds 
its monetary value, and then name 
something that would be a fair trade for 
the object. Using an icon of capitalism (a 
child’s lemonade stand), the work opens 
up a discussion about value. 

In addition to her artistic and curatorial 
practice, Freeman teaches art at Hunter, 
and has also taught at Haverford. She’ll 
return to campus for the spring 2017 
semester to teach color photography 
as a visiting assistant professor in the 
Department of Fine Arts. And she always 
keeps herself open to the next idea or 
encounter that will spark new and unex-
pected work. “Art-making is traditionally 
a solitary, studio-based practice,” she 
says. “Choosing to leave works open to 
audience participation or collaboration 
with other artists forces me to be more 
flexible and take risks. My general belief 
is that something more interesting will 
happen when I am open to the unex-
pected—more interesting than if I am in 
total control.”    —B. G.

Art

Christina Freeman ‘05 in the window of her studio at Flux Factory in Queens.

Freeman sketches a layout for her video installation, A Precipice, 
Abandon, A Dotted Line, which she presented at Flux Factory in 
Queens in October.
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discardstudies.com

Plums for Trash and the Object
Ethnography Project: Praxis-Based
Value Networks

Artist Christina Freeman began her MFA thesis project, Plums for
Trash, by taking a suitcase full of odds and ends she didn’t need
from New York City to outdoor markets throughout Sofia, Bulgaria.
She traded her objects in these markets, often for objects that had
been pulled out of the waste stream. She made this trash exchange
trip twice. Now, she has brought these third generation discards
back to the U.S and is trading them a final time in New York City at
her MFA thesis exhibition beginning May 16th, 2012 (details below).

Freeman (on the right) trading objects in Sophia.

One of the New York City trades Freeman participated in was
brokered by the Object Ethnography Project, a creative platform for
researching the role of narration in the value, exchange, and
circulation of objects.  She took a Light from Dead Horse Bay and
left behind the Top of a Bulgarian Taxi, which was in turn taken by
someone else. The Object Ethnography Project works by using
stories as currency for trade: anyone can donate an object with a
story, and anyone can take an object if they tell a new story about it.
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The Light from Dead Horse Bay- via The Object Ethnography
Project.

Freedman told a story about her project in order to take the Light
from Dead Horse Bay:

I’ve never heard of Dead Horse Bay or Barren Island until today.
When I first saw this rusted light fixture I thought it looked pretty
strange and ugly. After reading the story I realize this is part of
history with a story.

For the last year and half I have been working on a project trading
trash (unwanted objects) with people for their unwanted objects. I
started with my own things that I took to Bulgaria to collaborate on
this project with my friend who works in the Roma community as a
researcher on waste management. The description of Barren Island
reminds me of the community where my friend does her research,
a neighborhood where many people make a living from trash
picking. I will be taking this light fixture back to Bulgaria in April and
inviting people to trade for it.

She also left a story with the top of the Bulgarian Taxi:

Top of a Bulgarian Taxi, via the Object Ethnography Project.

This is the top of a Bulgarian Taxi. I received this in exchange for a
pair of men’s shoes, which were given to me in exchange for a blue
leather wallet. All of this trading took place in a flea market in Sofia.
I took my own things that I didn’t need anymore in a suitcase and
proposed trades with people in the market there.

The blue wallet was a Christmas gift from a student, whose parents
were rumored to own the Empire State Building.

The Top of a Bulgarian Taxi was then taken by a couple living in
New York, who told another story about it. They are currently
looking for a new light to put in the taxi sign so they can mount it on
their bicycle:

This light from a Bulgarian cab immediately caught my interest on a
number of levels and I felt some of my stories of travel in Eastern
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Europe immediately merging with the original story. We traveled
extensively in Romania 5 years ago and as is usual for us we made
no plants other than a one-way flight to Bucharest. We left
Bucharest for Sigashora with, as always, no accommodations. We
arrived and just started meeting and talking to people and just
figured all else would emerge. Within and hour we met someone
living there who does work with the Roma people and serves as a
human rights advocate on their behalf to the Romanian
government. We ended up staying with friends of her family and
exchanging numerous things.

We continued to travel like this all through the Carpathian
mountains. We returned to Bucharest after three incredibly
exhilarating but quite exhausting weeks. That evening included
perhaps the craziest bus ride ever, which included a shirtless, very
friendly bus driver who careened through busy evening streets at
high, nearly out-of-control speeds.

This all leads to our intention to immediately travel to Bulgaria– I
had already purchased our tickets to Istanbul via Bulgaria. But after
the intense prior three weeks, and the prospect of hours on a
crowded train, my wife just looked at me with eyes of sheer fatigue
and said “I can’t do it.” I trained vainly to convince her otherwise but
realized it just wasn’t in her.

Sooo- though we didn’t make it that time (and haven not made it
yet) we have a little bit of Bulgaria on our home now, that I’m sure
will eventually be passed on again sometime.

Both Plums for Trash and The Object Ethnography Project are
praxis-based forms of research that use the circulation of discards
to investigate value and the networks that create, sustain, and are
sustained by them. Value is defined as “Worth or quality as
measured by a standard of equivalence,” yet in both projects,
equivalence is not determined ahead of time. The interaction
between traders, either through their stories or in person, not only
results in a trade that determines equivalency (a blue wallet for a
taxi sign, a taxi sign for a story), but also creates a relationship that
may or may not continue after the trade. This relationship is part of
the valuation of the objects. Another definition of value is “worth
based on esteem.” This esteem is both for the object and for the
trader, and as such can include trust, charisma, familiarity, stories,
and history. This is the crux of material culture work: it is not just
material, and not just cultural, and the two cannot be separated
during an analysis because both contribute to the phenomena or
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situation under study. Plums for Trash and the Object Ethnography
Project, as material cultural laboratories, make this explicit. The
Object Ethnography Project, in particular, will be publishing findings
on how these networks create and maintain (or not) value both
through in-person exchanges and via online communities.

Plums for Trash exchange table

You are invited to participate in Plums for Trash by bringing an
object you no longer want, but that someone else might find
valuable to the Hunter MFA Thesis Show, May 16-June 16, 2012, at
Times Square Gallery, 450 W. 14th St, NYC 10036. The opening
reception is May 16th from 6-8pm.
Gallery hours are 1-6pm Tuesday through Saturday, and Christina
Freeman will be available for trading on Fridays, Saturdays, and by
appointment (please contact her at christinahfreeman@gmail.com if
you are interested).

You can participate in the Object Ethnography Project by donating
or requesting an object. Details are here.
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